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This release brings plenty of fixes and improvements across TempWorks products.

*Note* For all self-hosted clients, as always, ensure you install all updates to give your users the best

experience and new features.

Additional Updates

In Beyond

Fixed an issue preventing users from adding multiple candidates to a job order.

Fixed an issue where email templates utilizing “##Master.invoice.InvoiceNumber##“ within the subject line

would not respect invoice emails where the "one invoice per email" check box is checked within the customer

billing setup > recipient section.

Within the Customer Search, updated the “Service Representative” fields to now state “Account Manager”.

This is shown within both the filters and the results:

In Enterprise

Added a scroll wheel to the “Locality“ list within the “Regenerate Mag Media” window.

Fixed an error that would occur when attempting to save a Direct Hire order without values within the

“Salary” or “Fee” fields.

In HRCenter

Fixed an SSN formatting issue within the Mobile Friendly I-9.



Fixed an issue where the page would not load as intended upon changing the language to Spanish within the

“Reset Password” page.

In Reports

Fixed an issue where breaks would appear when exporting the “IL Employee Assignment Notice” report to

PDF.

Tax Updates:

Completed the following tax updates:

California

For Orange County - CA - Updated the Sales Tax rate to 7.75%.

Kentucky

For Raceland, KY - Updated the tax rate to 1%.

For Ryland Heights, KY - Added the tax rate of 1%.

Ohio

For St. Henry, OH - Updated the tax rate to 1.5%.

For Jefferson Township - Washington Court House JEDD Tax - Added the tax rate of 1.95%.

New Mexico

For Albuquerque, NM - Updated the Sales Tax rate to 7.625%.

Congratulations! You've made it to the end of the release notes. Like what you read?  Click the thumbs up below.
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